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Abstract 
This paper focusses on a residual-based a posteriori error estimator for the L 2-error of the velocity for the nonconforming 
P~/Po-finite lement discretization of the Stokes equations. We derive an a posteriori error estimator which yields a local 
lower as well as a global upper bound on the error. Numerical tests demonstrate he efficiency of the global error estimator 
and give a comparison with respect o the adaptive grid refinement to an a posteriori error estimator in the discrete nergy 
norm proposed by Daft et al. (1995). (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of a posteriori error estimators for estimating the global error as well as for obtaining 
information for adaptive techniques i nowadays a standard component of numerical codes for solving 
partial differential equations. 
Rigorous analysis of a posteriori error estimators started at the end of the 1970s by the pioneer- 
ing paper of Babu~ka nd Rheinboldt [2]. During the 1980s and at the beginning of the 1990s, 
fundamental nd general approaches for analyzing a posteriori error estimators for conforming finite 
element solutions of many classes of partial differential equations have been developed, e.g. in [1, 10, 
16]. In these papers, the conformity of the finite element space, or more generally the orthogonality 
of the Galerkin approach for conforming finite element methods plays an essential rrle. However, 
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discretizations which are violating this Galerkin orthogonality are of substantial importance in ap- 
plications, such as the use of numerical integration, upwind stabilization techniques for convection 
dominated problems or nonconforming finite element discretizations in computational fluid dynam- 
ics (CFD). Nonconforming finite element discretizations in CFD easily fulfill the Babugka-Brezzi 
stability condition [6, 13] and have advantages on parallel computers [9, 14]. 
A posteriori error estimators for nonconforming discretizations have been investigated only in a 
couple of papers. Residual-based a posteriori error estimators for the nonconforming Pl-discretization 
of the Laplace equation and the error in the element-wise computed H ~-norm have been developed 
in [8, 19]. In comparison to related error estimators for conforming finite element discretizations, an 
additional term which measures the nonconformity of the discrete solution occurs. The approach in 
[8] has been extended to the Stokes equations and the error in the discrete nergy norm in [7]. 
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2, the equations and notations are introduced and 
mathematical preliminaries are given. The construction of the special cutoff function BE in Section 3 
enables us to prove a local lower estimate for the L2-error of the velocity and a mesh-dependent 
weighted L2-error of the pressure. The global estimate for the Le-error of the velocity is given in 
Section 4 and the efficiency of the global error estimator in numerical examples is demonstrated in 
Section 5. Section 5 additionally presents a comparison of the local a posteriori error estimator form 
Section 3 and the estimator in the discrete nergy norm from [7] with respect o the adaptive mesh 
refinement. 
2. The problem and mathematical preliminaries 
We consider the steady state Stokes equations 
-Au+~Vp=f in f2, 
V .  u=0 in O, 
u = 0 on ~f2 
(1) 
in a two-dimensional domain f2 with polygonal boundary ¢3f2. A weak formulation of (1) is to find 
(u, p)E(HJ(E2)) 2 ×Lo2(f2) satisfying for all (v,q)E(Hd(f2)) 2×L2(~2) 
(~7u, ~Tv) - (p, ~7. v) + (q, ~7. u )= ( f ,v ) ,  (2) 
where (., .) stands for the inner product in (L2(O)) d, d= 1,2. We assume throughout this paper the 
regularity 
U E (H2(Q)) 2 N (//01(O)) 2, pCH'( f2)  NL2o(O) (3) 
of the solution (u, p) of (1). This is given, e.g., if f2 is convex and f E(Z2(~)) 2. 
We focus on the nonconforming Pl/Po-finite element discretization of (2) which has been intro- 
duced by Crouzeix and Raviart [6]. Let ~h be a decomposition of f2 into triangles. For a given 
T M E N triangulation, we denote by { i}g=l the set of triangles, with { g}~=l the set of the edges of the 
triangles which do not belong to 00, with ,rr ~N+N~ the set of edges which belong to OE2, and with (~ i  J i=N+l 
Bi the midpoint of edge &, i= 1 , . . . ,N  + No. Pk(T) is the space of all polynomials defined on T 
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with degree not greater than k. The space of the vector valued nonconforming P~-finite elements i  
defined as 
Vh := { vhE(L2(f2))z]vhITE(P'(T))2 VTE~h, Vh is continuous } 
in Bi, i= I , . . . ,N ,  and vh(Bi)=O, i=N + I , . . . ,N + ND. 
The functions of Vh are linear on each triangle, in general discontinuous across the edges, but 
B s continuous in the midpoints of the edges { i}i=~. The space of piecewise constant functions in 
L~(O) is denoted by Qh: 
Oh := {qhCL2(O) lqhlrEPo(T), VTE~}.  
The discrete problem is to find (tlh, Ph)E V h × Qh satisfying for all (Vh, qh)E Vh × Qh 
/~ (~7Uh: V'Vh -- ph V" " Vh + qh V" uh)dx=( f  ,Vh). (4) 
T E,y~-h ,l l 
The norm in (L2(f2)) d, d = 1,2, is denoted by I1 II0 and the seminorm in (Hk(I2)) d, d = 1,2, by 
I" [~. Norms in subdomains o9 C f2 are indicated by an index, e.g., I1" II0, . Because we consider a 
nonconforming discretization, we have to introduce lement-wise defined norms and seminorms for 
Vh E Vh 
IVh'h := ( TZh IVh[2 T) 1/2 , ]lVh[]h :~-(lVh]~ + I]l~hl'2) 1/2. 
The jump [Ivhl]E of a function Vh across an edge E is defined by 
{ limt~+o {Vh(X + thE) -- Vh(X -- the)}, E~Of2 
[Iv l]  :=  
limt~+0 {--Vh(X -- thE)}, E C dO 
where ne is a normal unit vector on E and xCE. If EC0f2, we choose the outer normal otherwise 
ne has an arbitrary but fixed orientation. With that, every edge E which separates two neighboring 
traingles TI and T2 is associated with a uniquely oriented normal ne =(n~e, n2E) (for definiteness 
from 7"1 to /'2) and the jump of a function vh E Vh across an edge E is 
[Iv l]e = vhlT2 -- vhlT,. 
We denote by te =(--nze, nlE) the tangential vector on E. The functions belonging to Vh have the 
property 
f q[Ivhlkds=O Vq Po(E), vh Vh. (5) 
The symbol hr stands for the diameter of the triangle T (longest edge), he for the length of the edge 
E, and Pr for the diameter of the largest inscribed ball of T. Positive constants which are independent 
of hr and he are denoted by C. We shall consider uniform as well as locally refined families of 
triangulations {~} which are admissible and shape regular. Thus, we assume the existence of a 
constant C such that 
hr hr 
- -  ~< C or <<. C VTEJ-h, VEc~T. 
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Analogous to [16], we denote by toe the union of triangles which have the common edge E and by 
o~r the union of all triangles which have a common edge with the triangle T. 
We will derive in the global estimate benefit from the fact that Vh has the subspace Xh c(Hd(f2)) 2
of vector valued conforming piecewise linear functions which vanish on 8f2. We will need the 
standard nodal interpolation operator Rx~ : (H2(• ) )  2 w-+Xh satisfying 
I lv-  R.,-~,,llo,~  C,h~l~l~,~ Vvc(HZ(T)) 2, (6) 
II~ - Rx~vll0,E ~< C~h~/~lvl~,~ 'v'vE(HZ(T)) 2, E C 8T (7) 
and an interpolation operator Ro~ :H I ( f2 )~ Qh with the property 
[[q-RQ~qllo, r <~ C3hr[ql,,~T VqEH~(chr), (8) 
where aSr is the set of all triangles having a common point with the triangle T. The interpolation 
operator of [5] fulfills (8). The constants Cl, C2 and C3 depend only on the smallest angle of the 
triangles. We set CI =max{C1, C2, C3}. 
By ~g~ "Hi(T)HPk(E)  the LZ(E)-projection onto the space of the restriction to E of all poly- 
nomials of degree k is denoted. Using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma and a scaling argument, the 
inequality 
fE ds m+l/2 U(V -- JC§V) <<. Chv IIUI[o, EIVIm+I,T (9) 
with 0 ~< m ~< k, for all elements T c ~oE, uEL2(E), and vEHm+l(T) can be proven [12]. 
In the following, we need local inverse estimates of seminorms of polynomials in Sobolev 
spaces 
Ivlm, p,r < Ch;llvlm-l,p,r 
[V[m,p,T ~ ChE 1 ~ [Vlm-l,p,T 
TCeo E TCeoE 
Vv: vlr6Pk(T), 
Vv: v[rEPk(T), VT c o)E, 
(10) 
for m >~ 1, pE[1,cx~]. The proof follows the lines of [4, Theorem 17.2], using the shape regularity 
of the triangulation i the second estimate. 
3. A local lower error bound 
We define the residual-based local a posteriori error estimator Vrh C Vh 
4 2 h~ll V-  vhl[~,~ +q2 := h~ll~ll0,T + 
EcOT 
E~ 80 
h311[IXT,,~ . n~ - qjn~l]~ll~,~ + F. h~ll[Iv~l]~ll~.~ 
ECST 
(11) 
where ~ is a polynomial approximation o f f  of fixed degree. The 2 × 2 identity matrix is denoted 
by I. The first and second term of qr are norms of element residuals of the strong formulation of 
the equation of momentum and mass, respectively. These terms can be found in a posteriori error 
estimators for conforming finite element discretizations a well as the third term which often is called 
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edge residual. Finally, the last term gives information on the nonconformity of t+,. The jump of the 
tangential derivatives across the edges may replace the jumps of the nonconforming function in VT 
because of 
In this section, we investigate if qr can be used as local error estimator for adaptive grid refinement. 
Therefore, it will be shown that qT gives a local lower bound on the error in the L*-norm of 
the velocity and the weighted mesh-dependent L*-norm of the pressure. However, the estimate of 
the jump terms of the nonconforming function leads to an additional term in the error estimate. The 
local lower bound holds for each pair of discrete functions since the solution of the discrete problem 
(4) does not play any role in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Let (u,p) be the solution of (1) with the regularity given by (3). Given a shape 
regular family of triangulations and a $xed polynomial degree of the approximation fh off, then 
for all pairs Of functions ( vh, qh) E vh x Qh Satisfying 
Ilf -fhhw = @((b - Vhil;,wr + h2,llp - qhl&o,>“*> 
there is a constant C such that 
VT G c(llU - Vhl&or + h2,llp - qh(l&,T)1’2 + Ch;(u12,0r 
+ o(h2,(lb - vhlI;,,, + h2,llp - qhll;,wT)“2) 
for all triangles T. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Each term of qr will be 
estimated separately from above by the local error. 
A standard tool for proving local a posteriori error estimates are cutoff functions, see, e.g., [15, 
161. Often, the use of appropriate cutoff functions is the key to obtain local error bounds, e.g., for 
robust error estimators in convection dominated problems [ 17, 181. The special cutoff function BE, 
defined below, will play an essential role for the nonconforming discretization. 
Let T E & be an arbitrary triangle and E c 8T. We denote by & the linear function which is 
zero on E and 1 in the comer of T opposite to E. In contrast o the derivation of a posteriori error 
estimates in the discrete energy norm, we need in the following cutoff functions which belong to 
C’(G). We define for each triangle T the element bubble function 
(27&J&, )* in T, 
0 otherwise, 
(12) 
where El, E2, E3 are the edges of T. Next, we construct an edge bubble function BE with supp BE = 
oE, see Fig. 1. Let E be the common edge of the triangles T, and T2. The other edges of TI are 
El and E2. The triangle T1 is reflected on E with the images E,* and Ez of El and E2, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Cutoff unction Be. 
In the same way, we obtain E* and E* by reflecting T2 on E. We define 
{ 2 5 6)~2E1j~22 )],27 ~22. on T1, 
2 2 2 2 BE= 2562E32E42E;2E; on T2, 
0 otherwise. 
Some properties of the cutoff functions Br and BE are summarized in
(13) 
Lemma 2. The cutoff unctions given in (12) and (13) have the following properties: 
BT, BECCI((2), BTIrEP6(T), BEIrEPs(T) VTCCOE, 0 ~< BT, BE ~< 1, 
Br=O on OT, ~7BT=O on OT, 
BE=O on OogE, V'BE=O on O~oE. 
BE is continuous on E and 
(14a) 
(14b) 
~7BE.nE=O onE. (15) 
ProoL The first and second property, (14a) and (14b), follow directly from the definition of the 
cutoff functions. Property (15) follows from 
and 2E2IE=2E;IE:2EaIE=2E;IE. 
With that, we find BEIE=25624 242. Finally, (15) can be proven considering an arbitrary line g 
across E and perpendicular to E. The definition of BE on 7"1 is continued to the mirror image of 
T~. In this way, a function on # is defined which is continuously differentiable and symmetric with 
respect o E. Thus, we have V'BE • nE = 0 in the cross point of 9 and E. [] 
In the following, we need uniform norm equivalences of weighted L2-norms in finite dimensional 
spaces. The proofs follow the lines of Lemma 3.3 in [16] using the equivalence of norms in finite 
dimensional spaces, the boundedness of the cutoff functions and scaling arguments. 
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Lemma 3. The cutoff unctions defined in (12) and (13) satisfy the following inequalities: 
<~ C fT v2Brdx VvEPk(T), (16) Ilvll~T 
v 2 II IIo,~ < c v2BEdx Vveek(E), (17) 
IIvBrllo, T < Ilvl[o,~ VvCP,(T), (18) 
IIvB~llo,~ < Ilvllo,,o~ Vv with vl~,~e,(~),r/Co~, (19) 
where C is a constant independent of T and hr. In (16) and (17), C depends on k. 
The residual of the equation of mass will be estimated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let (u,p) be the solution of (1) and VhCVh an arbitrary function. Then, there is a 
constant C such that for each element T of the shape regular family of triangulations {~}, the 
estimate 
hTll I7. vhllo, r < Cl lu  - vhllo,~ 
is valid. 
Proof. Using (16), 17. u=0,  integration by parts and (14), we obtain 
vhH2o, v <~ C fr 17. (vh - u)(17, vhBr)dx 1117. 
= Cfr(u - Vh)" 17(17" vhBr)dx. 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inverse estimate (10) and (18), we get 
IIV. vhll~,r < Ch; ' l lu - -vh l lo ,  r l117"vhllo, T • [] 
We will estimate the norm of the residual of the equation describing the conservation fmomentum 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let (u, p) be the solution of (1) and (Vh, qh)E V h X Qh an arbitrary pair of functions. 
Assuming the regularity of the solution given by (3), then there is a constant C such that 
h~llJ;llo, r < C[llu - vhllo, r + hrllP - qhllo, r + h~l[f -J~llo, r] (20)  
for each T of a shape regular family of triangulations. 
Proof. Let T be an arbitrary triangle. Using (16), (1) and AVhlT=O, V'qhlv=O, V(vh, qh)E Vh × Qh, 
we get 
II~ll,~,r < c [ ( -A (u  - v~) + 17(p - qh))~Br + (]~ -- f ) fhBv  dx. 
dT 
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Now, integration by parts and (14) yield 
IlJ~llo2 r ~< c f~ - (u  - v,)A(,SBT) - (p - qh)17- (J~Br) + (j~ --f)fhBr dx. 
All terms can be estimated using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inverse estimate (10), and 
(18) which yields (20). [] 
The edge residual is estimated in a similar way using the cutoff function BE. The smoothness of 
BE plays an essential r61e for the following estimate. Integrating by parts in ogE, we obtain a line 
integral on the edge E which vanishes because of ~7BE • ne ---- 0 on E. 
Lemma 6. With the assumptions o f  Lemma 5, there is a constant C such that 
h3/2 E [I[IV'vh "hE -- qhlnEl]Ello, e 
~< C[llu - vhll0,~ + hEllP -- qhll0,o,~ + h2l l f  -/~ll0,~A 
fo r  all edges E with E q~Of~. 
Proof. Before starting the estimate, we note that [l~7vh. nE-  qhlnEI]E is a constant vector valued 
function on each edge E. Let us denote with [ [~7vh.ne-  qhlnE[]Ce the constant continuation of 
[ [V 'Vh 'nE-  qhlnEI]e to ~OE. Then, taking into consideration the regularity of the triangulation, we 
have the estimate 
1l[[~Tvh " nE -- qhlnel]Cllo, o,~ <~ ChL/211[IVrvh " nE -- qhlnEI]E[Io.E. (21) 
Now, using (17), element-wise integration by parts and (14), we obtain 
II[[V% .hE - qhInEI]EII20,E 
<~ C ~ ~7(u - Vh): V'([ I ~Tvh "hE -- qhlnEI]EBE)dX 
TCmE 
- ~ (p  - qh)~ 7. ([[ ~TVh" nE -- qhlne[]CeBD dx 
+ fr (A(u-Vh)-- ~7(p--qh))" [[UVh "hE--qhlnEl]CBEdX]. 
Integrals on E containing jumps of V'u and p vanish since these functions are continuous almost 
everywhere. In the following, we estimate ach term separately. The first term is integrated by parts 
once more. Using (14), we get 
f r  ~7(u-vh): U([llTvh" nE--qhlnEl]CBE)dX 
TC E 
= - / (u - Vh)([[ V'Vh "hE -- qhlnEI]CeABE)dx 
a o9 E 
+/[Iv~l]E. [I v 'v~ . nE - qhlnEl]~(~YBE "nE)ds.  
JE 
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The integral on the edge E vanishes because of (15). With the inverse inequality (10),(19) and 
(21), we obtain 
Z f r  ~7(u -- Vh)" [l~7Vh "he -- qdnel]CeBedx 
TC~oE 
<~ Chi 3/211u - v~ II0,~ II [I V'vh  . nE  - qh lnE l ]e  [10,e. 
The second term is estimated in the same way. We can write the third term, using A(u - Vh) -- 
~7(p -- qh) = --f on T, in the form 
Z fr fh" [[ ~Tvh. ne - qhlnE[] c BE dx 
T C o~E 
- r~c,~ f ( f  - fh)" [IVvh'nE - qhlnEI] c Bedx. 
These terms can be estimated using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (19), (21) and the estimate 
(20) for IIJ~]10,r. The combination of all estimates proves the lemma. [] 
Finally, we consider the term of the error estimator which gives information about the noncon- 
formity of the discrete function. 
Lemma 7. Given a shape regular family of triangulations, there is a positive constant C such that 
for each edge E, Vv E (H2(O)E)) 2, VVh E Fh 
hb/~llt lv~l]~ll0,E ~< C( l l v  - v~ l l0 ,~ + h~lvl2,~). (22) 
Proof. Let Rx~v EXh be the interpolant of v and ~oe = T1 t_J T2. Using a standard estimate of the trace 
of a polynomial from Pk(T) and (6), we get 
II[Iv~l]~llg, E = f~ [(vh - nxhv) l~  , - (v~ - R,,,v)l~] ~ ds 
~ 2 (fE[(vh--RxhV)IT,]2 + f [(vh--RxhV)IT2]2 } 
C(hE l Ilv z -~ h 3 v 2 -~ [] - Vhll0,o~E - -  E 2 ,~, "  
Remark 8. An estimate of the form ',E~1/2 I I[Ivhl]E I I0,~ ~ C II v - vh I I0,~ would be desirable. However, 
such an estimate is not in general true. We consider the union oJe of two triangles hown in Fig. 2. 
The variable perpendicular to E in the direction of ne is denoted by x. Given an arbitrary function 
v~ ~ v~ with v~(B~)= 0, II[Iv~I]EII0,E = C>0,  the left-hand side of (22) is a fixed positive number. 




Fig. 2. ~oE (left) and eke(x) (right). 
Now, defining v~ = VhCe with 
1 (  4)4 1_( 1 
~)E(X) ~" 4 4 
( - l+  (X+l ) )  
1 
x ~e,  
xc  [0, ~), 
x ~ ( -e ,  0), 
x ~ - -e ,  
see Fig. 2, we find v~ E (H2(oge)) 2 and IIv~ - vhll0,o,~ ~ 0 for e ~ 0. 
4. Global a posteriori estimate for the LZ-error of the velocity 
We apply a technique developed by Johnson et al., see, e.g., [10]. It consists of four steps: 
1. error representation with the solution of a continuous dual problem, 
2. Galerkin orthogonality of the discretization, 
3. interpolation estimates for the solution of the dual problem, 
4. strong stability of the dual problem. 
Let (uh, ph) be the solution of the discrete problem (4). The strong formulation of the continuous 
dual problem with the error u - uh as right-hand side is 
--Az--V's=u--uh in I2, 
~7. Z = 0 in f2, (23) 
z = 0 on ~f2. 
For the solution (z,s) of the corresponding weak problem, we require the regularity 
(z,s) E (H2(t2) A ad(I2)) 2 × (H1(t2) N L02(12)) (24) 
and the stability 
tzlz + Isl~ ~ Csll,, - uhll0. (25) 
The following theorem gives the estimate of the global LZ-error of the velocity. 
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Theorem 9. Let (u,p) be the solution of (1) with the regularity given by (3) and (Uh, Ph) the 
solution of (4). For the solution (z,s) of the dual problem (23), we assume the regularity given by 
(24) and the stability (25). Then, for a shape regular family of triangulations, there is a constant 
C = C(CICs) such that the global error estimate 
I lu - , ,h l l0<C~ + c hallf-AII2o, r 
holds with 
- IIo, T) (h~llAIIo,~ + uh Z 4 2 h~llV 2 
T~Yh 
~- EZC ~W h311[I ~7uh . nE - phlnEl]EII2o, E + Ec,~T ~ h~ll[luhl]~llg,~)1/2 
E~Z 20 
Here, Ct is defined in (6)-(8), and fh is a polynomial approximation on f of fixed degree. 
(26) 
Proof. We start by testing the dual problem (23) with u - uh and integrating by parts. Using the 
error p - Ph as test function from Q, we obtain 
Ilu- uhll~= Z [f~ Vz.  V(U--Uh)+ S~7"(U--Uh)--(p-- ph)~7"zdx 
T 6,Y'h 
+ ~ [e(~7z'nE)'Uh +S(Uh'nE)ds (27) 
EcOT ~ 
Since Xh C Vh, we get with (2) the Galerkin orthogonality 
T C.~-h 
for all (Vh, qh)EXh >( Qh. Choosing rh = RxhZ = Zh and qh = Robs = Sh, adding these to (27), and 
integrating by parts give 
Ilu - uhll~ 
= Z IfT (-A(u-uh)+ V(p--ph))'(Z--Zh)q-(S--Sh)~7"(u--gh) dx 
T C.~-h 
-F- Z ~E (~7(u-uh) 'nE-(p-  ph)nE)'(Z-- Zh)q-(~TZ'nE)'Uh-~-S(Uh'nE)dS 1 " 
EcOT ~ 
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The estimate of the first terms is standard [10]. Using the interpolation estimates (6)-(8) and the 
stability of the dual problem (25) gives the first three terms of the error estimator. 
The terms coming from the nonconformity of Uh are estimated using (5), (9), and (25): 
r~hE~rfe (~7z'ne)'uhds<" ~ fe (~7z'ne)'[[ul]eds 
= ~ f ((xTz-~°(vz))'nE)'[lu"l]~dS 
X--" hi/2 <<. C z_., ~ II[[uhl3E[lo,~lX7z" ne[,,~ 
E 
<<. c Cs hEll[lUh[]~ll~,E I[u -- uhll0, 
Z Z lS(Uh" ne)ds <~ Z f ( s -  ~'°(s))[luhl]e "BEDS 
TEg"-h Ec~3T dE E 
<~ C ~ h~/=ll[luhl]E • n~llo.ElsI,,o~E 
E 
<~ ccs  hEIl[luhl]~ll02~] Ilu-- uhll0- [] 
Errors coming from numerical integration i  assembling the right-hand side of the discrete system 
(4) and from the termination of the iterative solver at an approximation f the solution of the discrete 
system violate the Galerkin orthogonality and result in additional terms in the global error estimate. 
These terms will be considered as of higher order in the numerical practice. To justify this, it is 
necessary that in the computation of the error estimator 11 at least a good approximation of (uh, Ph) 
is used. 
In the proof of Theorem 9, we do not need a solution of a discrete problem belonging to the dual 
problem (23) but only an interpolant zh of z. We make use of the fact that Vh contains the conform 
subspace Xh SO that we can choose Zh C Xh. Thus, line integrals for the reason of discontinuities of
zh do not occur in the following integration by parts. So to speak, the dual problem is treated in a 
conforming way. 
The analysis of Sections 3 and 4 can be extended to inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
and Neumann boundary conditions, in a way analogous to [7, 8]. 
5. Numerical results 
In this section, we present numerical results which demonstrate he efficiency of the global error 
estimator q and we give a comparison of the adaptive mesh refinement using the local error estimator 
~/r (11) and a local estimator of the error in the discrete nergy norm 
( lu  - uhl~ + l iP  - Phll~) ~/2 
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proposed by Dad et al. [7]. The global error estimator r/is said to be efficient if there are constants 
0 < Co < cl such that for all triangulations ~h 
11 
Co ~< ~< Cl. 
I lu - uhl l0  
Example 10. First, we consider an example with a smooth solution satisfying the regularity assump- 
tions (3). The right-hand side is chosen such that 
u = curl ~, ~p = x2y2(1 _ x)2(1 _ y)2, p = X 3 _~ y3 _ 0.5 
is the solution of (1) in t2 = [0, 1] x [0, 1]. 
We have performed computations using different coarse grids and uniform refinement. For some 
tests, the exact and the estimated error in the L2-norm of the velocity are presented in Fig. 3 together 
with the corresponding coarse grids. In each test, the ratio of the exact and estimated error has been 
nearly constant on all levels which demonstrates the efficiency of the error estimator. 
Example 11. The following example has been used in [3, 16] for testing a posteriori error estimators 
for the error in the energy norm and for conforming finite element discretizations. 
Let [2 be the disc with the center (0,0) and the radius 1 which has a crack along the x-axis 
between the points (0,0) and (1,0), see Fig. 4. We consider the Stokes equations 
-Au+ V'p=0 in t2, 
V'. u = 0 in f2, (28) 
u = g on  ~t2,  
where the boundary condition is chosen such that 
3 ( 0  3 0 0  ~)  6 0  
u = ~  cos~-cos -~- ,3s in~-s in  , p - - -~cos  
with r 2 = x 2 + y2 and 0 ~< 0 ~< 2• is the exact solution of (28), see Fig. 5. The solution has a 
singularity in the origin, it is u~(H2(12)) 2 and pq~Hl(f2). Thus, the theoretical assumptions of 
Sections 3 and 4 are not fulfilled. As criteria for the quality of the computed solution (Uh, Ph), 
we have chosen [ lu -  Uhll0 and the resolution of the singularity of the pressure. This resolution is 
measured with the minimal value Ph, min and the maximal value Ph, max of Ph. The coarsest grid is 
presented in Fig. 4. 
Besides the local error estimator /r, we have applied for the adaptive grid refinement the local 
error estimator in the discrete energy norm 
2 2 n2T, eng := hrllAII0,r + IIrr" UhlI ,T 
+ ~ hEll[Iv~TUh'ne phlnEl]ell2,~ + ~ -, 2 - II[luhl] ll0,  
E C dT ECdT 
E~ Of 2 
proposed by Dad et al. [7]. For the adaptive grid refinement criteria have to be set for choosing 
elements for refinement or coarsening, tolerances for these criteria, a minimal amount of refinement, 
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Fig. 3. Example 10, coarse grids ( level 0), exact and estimated errors. 
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Fig. 4. Domain and coarsest grid (level 0) for Example 11. 
Fig. 5. Solution (velocity and pressure) of Example 11. 
and a starting point for the adaptive refinement process. For details on these subjects ee [11]. The 
sequence 
assemble --~ solve ~ estimate the error ~ refine ~ interpolate 
is called a step. 
The results of the numerical tests are presented in Table 1. The use of both types of local error 
estimators leads to much better esults than uniform refinement. Only 1.5% of the degrees of freedom 
are necessary to achieve similar results on the locally refined meshes of ?]T, eng (step 9) like with 
uniform refinement (step 7). The local a posteriori error estimator ~T, eng refines above all at the 
singularity whereas the local refinement produced by r/r covers a larger domain, compare Fig. 6. It 
turns out that the solution computed on the meshes which are generated with the help of ?]T, eng is 
better. 
The efficiency of the global error estimator r/ can be seen in Fig. 7. Thus, despite the missing 
of regularity of the solution, the local and global a posteriori error estimators could be applied 
successfully. 
Remark 12. The solutions on the meshes generated by the local a posteriori error estimator ~/r, eng 
for the discrete energy norm have been better than on the meshes produced by ~/r in Example 11. 
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Fig. 7. Example 11, exact and estimated error, adaptive mesh refinement with ~/r. 
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Table 1 
Example 11 with uniform refinement, /r, ens, and t/r (from top to bottom) 
115 
Step dof velocity dof pressure II u - uh 1[o ph, min ph . . . .  
6 197,376 65,536 1.197-2 -69.6 69.6 
7 787,968 262,144 6.017-3 -98.9 98.9 
9 12,420 4179 5.719-3 -198.0 198.2 
14 83,656 27,979 7.036-4 -1121.3 1121.6 
18 352,654 117,749 1.649-4 -4492.9 4457.2 
9 12,790 4301 9.038-3 -98.0 98.1 
14 67,542 22,639 1.568-3 -276.8 278.2 
18 237,298 79,311 6.458-4 -396.2 396.0 
We have observed the same for solutions of convection-diffusion equations with one singularity [11]. 
However, for convection-diffusion equations whose solutions have singularities of different kind we 
found the meshes of the error estimator in the weaker norm superior. 
Remark 13. In a comprehensive study [11], we have applied residual-based a posteriori error esti- 
mators for conforming discretizations for the adaptive grid refinement in examples where we have 
used a nonconforming discretization. The difference of the conforming error estimators to t/r and 
?]T, eng is the missing of the jumps of the discrete function. We have not found any example where 
the addition of these jump terms has led to clearly different meshes or improved iscrete solutions. 
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